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phone 43 canthen fire the torpedo by moving switch 46
from right to left.
Although only a few of the various forms in which this

invention may be embodied have been shown herein, it

is to be understood that the invention is not limited to

contact according to the direction of flow of current

any specific construction but may be embodied in various

through its magnet coil. The armature of relay 52 is
normally held away from the magnetic core by spring
54. When a current passes through coil 55 the contact
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Charging of the battery does not alter the mode of op
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56 is closed. The wires through the cable 28 connect
to corresponding points on the terminal boards at the
two ends. While switch 45 is closed battery 16 in the
torpedo is being charged from power source 41 and 42.
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14 to be transmitted through capacitor 59 to the ear
phone 43. The operator guided by sounds heard in ear

of voltage somewhat greater than that of battery 16. At
the shore station there is a listening phone 43 and three
control switches 44, 45, and 46.
The torpedo block 24 contains, in addition to receiver
48, rudder control circuits 49, and two relays 51 and 52.
Relay 51 is a polarized relay and hence closes either

eration in any other way.
When switch 44 is momentarily closed to the left cur
rent from battery 16 flows through the coil of relay 51
closing contact 53. The torpedo is then self controlled.
The signal of an approaching vessel passes from re
ceiver 48, through contact 53 to the coil 55 of relay 52.
Contact 56 is closed causing the anchor release mech
anism in block 26 to operate. Contact 57 is mechanical
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previously described.
When switch 44 is momentarily closed to the right the
larger voltage of battery 42 predominates over the volt
age of battery 16 causing the current through the coil
of relay 51 to flow in the opposite direction of the pre
vious case and to close contact 58. The torpedo cannow
be released or fired only by closing switch 46 to the left.
Closing switch 46 to the right permits the audio signal
of approaching vessels received by ears 11, 12, 13, and
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lyclosed causing contact 60 in block 17 to close and start
the motor in block 15 and the transmitter in block 25 as 25

forms without departing from the spirit of the invention.
What is claimed is:
A torpedo having propelling means and guiding means
and having a sound wave transmitter and echo wave
receiving means adapted to actuate said guiding means
for steering said torpedo toward the source of said echo
waves, a fixed mooring means, releasable means for
mooring said torpedo to said mooring means, a sound
wave receiver on said torpedo, monitoring means located
at a distant point, lines connecting said sound wave re
ceiver on said torpedo to said monitoring means for
monitoring at said distant point the sound received by
said receiver, and means operable at said distant point
to actuate said releasable means for releasing said tor
pedo from said mooring means, for starting said pro
pelling means and for energizing said sound wave trans
mitter and said echo wave receiving means.
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